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ABSTRACT
Bionics plays an important role in the treatment of Epilepsy using memristors. Bionics is the
branch of science in which we study nature and find solutions tohuman problems. Echo state
networks (ESN) or reservoirs, are random, recurrent neural network topologies that integrate
temporal data over short time windows by operating on the edge of chaos. Recently, there is
a significant effort on the mathematical modeling and software topologies of the reservoirs.
However, hardware reservoir fabrics are essential to deploy in energy constrained environments.
In this paper, we investigate a hardware reservoir with bi-stable memristive synapses. In
particular, we demonstrate a scalable hardware model for detecting real-time epileptic seizures
in human models . The performance of the proposed reservoir hardware is evaluated for absent
seizure signals with 85% accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spatiotemporal signal processing problems arise in a diverse set of application domains, including
image and video analysis, anomaly detection, and load forecasting. For several of these
applications, it is difficult to identify a priori which features of the spatiotemporal signal are
critical for use in the classification/prediction model. A model that encapsulates the continuous
perturbations has been demonstrated by the reservoir computing [1]. In the echo state networks
(ESN), the reservoir (a recurrent neural network) is generated randomly, and only the read- out
from the reservoir is trained. The ESN model enables computation with non-conventional
hardware. Feedback connections within the ESN enable it to extract both spatial and temporal
components of features within time series data. Software ESN models have shown promise in
several applications, including emotion recognition [2], natural language analysis , motion
identification , speech recognition [3], and many more (see for a review). However, hard- ware
implementations are necessary for applications where performance and energy efficiency are the
primary design criteria (e.g. in energy constrained environments such as therapeutic devices and
body sensors). In this work, we focus on detecting epileptic seizures which is a chronic disorder
of the central nervous system affecting 50 million people across the world [4].
Seizure, an aberration in the brain activity, can be often detected through analysis of
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electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The EEG is an appropriate area for nonlinear time series
analysis techniques such as ESN, with deterministic chaos. A software ESN model has been
used for epileptic seizure detection . In this work a hawrdware implementation ESN based on
memristive devices is used.
Specific contributions of this research study are,
• ESN Hardware architecture which is simple, scalable, and computationally inexpensive using
nanoscale memristive elements.
• Random reservoir topology for the epileptic seizure detection.
• Memristive synapse circuit primitives using bi-stable devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the hardware
architecture and the proposed synapse circuit design with bi-stable memristors. Section 3
discusses the epilepsy seizure detection application and Section 4 presents the seizure detection
results with the proposed hardware model. Section 5 concludes this work.

II. PROPOSED HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The core of the proposed reservoir architecture model, shown in Figure 1, consists of a
reconfigurable cellular automata [5] based ESN, whose global evolution is determined by a
transition rule. Based on the transition rules at each neuron (cell) status updates are passed onto
neigh- boring neurons (cells). The analog output state of each of the neurons is dissipated to
the output layer. Each neuron has two inbound and two outbound signals between the neighboring
cells. Reconfigurable connectors pass these signals from each neuron using crossbar routing
channels. These crossbar routing channels can exploit memristor crossbar structures. However, in
this exploratory work all the routing channels are CMOS based.
The routing complexity and associated hardware cost increases significantly, when implementing
ESN reservoirs with a high degree of connectivity. For a pragmatic hardware architecture, we
explored two sparsely-connected reservoir topologies - i) ring and ii) random. In both topologies,
the reservoir is fully connected to input and output layers. The ring topology was designed based
on the ESN proposed in [6]. In the ring topology (Figure 2) reservoir neurons are connected only
to adjacent neurons. Each neuron has two output connections and two input connections. The
same number of connections are used in the random topology (Figure [6]. These connections are
randomly initialized with two restrictions: i.) There are no connections from a neuron back to
itself and ii.) the two output connections of a neuron cannot be connected to another single
neuron.
Weights between the inputs and the reservoir neurons are never trained after being randomly
initialized. It is therefore unnecessary to have bipolar synapses (weights that can be p ositiv e or
negative) between these groups of neurons, and instead only unipolar positive or negative
synapses are needed. The weights between the reservoir neurons and output neurons require
training, but bipolar synapses are still unnecessary. Instead the weights are initialized randomly,
but during training they are configured to not alter the polarity. This simplifies the synapse
design and also reduces the overall area of the ESN.
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III. BI-STABLE MEMRISTOR-BASED SYNAPSE DESIGN
Two synapse circuits are designed with bi-stable memristors, an excitatory synapse and an
inhibitory synapse, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: High-level depiction of the ESN architecture. The core reservoir is based
on the cellular automata architecture with reconfigurable crossconnectors, enabling
dynamic configu- ration of different ESN topologies. The output node is implemented
using bi-stable memristive synapses.

[a]

[b]

Figure 2: Block level representations of the two ESN topologies that can be
embedded in the proposed architecture.[a] Ring topology and [b] Random
topology. All the simulations for the hardware architecture are performed with
random topology.
Each of these circuits constitute two bi-stable memristors in parallel. The inhibitory synapse draws
current away from a post-synaptic neuron, lowering the potential at its input, similar to the
behavior of a GABAergic synapse in a biological brain. The excitatory synapse supplies cur- rent to
the post-synaptic neuron, raising its input potential, which is similar to a glutamatergic synapse
in a biological brain.
The weights of the inhibitory (w−) and excitatory (w+) synapses are determined by the ratio of
their memristor conductances
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where G = 1/R, is the conductance of memristor in Figure 3.
The combination of the Ron and Roff of the memristors represents different weight values. Each
memristor is connected to a diode-connected transistor, and the output of the synapse circuit is
delivered through a current mirror (transistor M3 for the inhibitory synapse in Fig.3(a) and
transistor M6 for the excitatory synapse in Fig.3(b)).

[a]

[b]

Figure 3: [a] Inhibitory memristive synapse circuit and [b] excitatory memristive
synapse circuit. These circuits are inspired by the function of biological inhibitory
(e.g. GABAergic) and excitatory (e.g. glutamatergic) synapses with ionotropic
receptors
All transistors within a synapse circuit have the same size, where the ratio of (W/L)P

MOS

:(W/L) NMOS = 4:1.

IV. NEURON DESIGN
A current-mode neuron circuit with sigmoid (‘S’-shaped) activation function was designed using a
MOSFET differential pair and a current mirror (Figure 4). From a biological perspective the
neuron’s output represents the neuron firing rate. The neuron output current, iout, is based

Figure 4: Proposed neuron circuit for the reservoir and output layers of the ESN.
The input- output relationship, or activation function, has a sigmoid (‘S’) shape.
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on the gate voltage difference between the MOSFET differential pair (transistor M 1 and M 2).
Since the gate terminal of M 2 is always biased to ground, iout only depends on input current, iin,
and input resistance, Rin.
The sizing of each transistor in the neuron circuit is similar to those of the synapse circuit, where
(W/L)P MOS = 25 and (W/L)NMOS = 16, to ensure that the same current is being transferred
between neuron and synapse circuits [7].

V. APPLICATION TO EPILPESY SEIZURE DETECTION
Epilepsy is the fourth most common neurological disorder, where one in 26 people will develop
this disorder at sometime in their life .There are a few therapeutic interventions possible for
treating seizures. However, detecting the onset of a seizure, by automatic monitoring of EEG
data, will aid the doctors/emergency responders to provide appropriate drug dosage based o n the
remaining epileptic activity. The common pattern in the case of seizures is that the brains
electrical signals repeat themselves [8].
Using an RC based hardware device to detect these seizures can serve three purposes.
1) Serves as an early alert system to preclude any unwanted exertion; 2) Controlled delivery of
drugs to reduce the side effects; and 3) Continual monitoring for proactive interventions for
antiepileptic drug failures. The RC hardware device can operate in two modes 1) seizure onset
detector and 2) seizure event detector [9]. The onset detector will capture the seizures at extremely
low latency but not high accuracy. The event detector will capture the seizures with utmost
precision but not necessarily with low latency . In this research our hardware architecture
focuses on the onset detection [10].

Figure 5: [a] The accuracy of detecting the epileptic seizure using the limitedprecision ESN hardware architecture. The maximum test accuracy is 85%. [b] ESN
reservoir response to all of the training vectors.
The dataset we have used in this research was presented in Fig.[5].It consists of 500 single-channel
EEG segments of 23.6 sec recorded at sampling rate of 173.61 Hz. The dataset was divided intofive
sets (denoted A-E), each set contains 100 EEG segments[11]. The set A, which contains surface
EEG recordings of five healthy volunteers, and E which contains seizure activity segments taken
from five patients, were used in this research. The dataset is publicly available at [12].
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VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We trained and tested the proposed ESN design using a total of 200 EEG signals (160 for
training and 40 for testing). The ESN reservoir contained 200 sigmoid neurons with 90%
random connectivity. A single input–the absolute normalized EEG signal–was connected to each
of the reservoir neurons through a random weight vector. Each of the reservoir outputs was fed
into a linear readout layer which was trained to detect seizure activity. We used a hardware-inthe-loop training methodology where the dynamic outputs of the ESN reservoir are collected offchip for each of the training vectors. These responses are used to calculate the output layer
weights using a linear regression in MATLAB. The final output weights are transferred back to
the hardware.
Figure 4 shows training and test accuracies for different threshold values. The test set is able to
reach ≈85% accuracy. Figure 4 shows the reservoir’s response to each of the training vectors. It may
be possible to improve the test accuracy by optimizing (e.g. via genetic algorithm) the ESN
parameters such as connectivity, spectral radius of the weight matrix, reservoir activation
function, etc.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed an inherently parallel cellular automata architecture to realize reservoirs, for solving complex spatio-temporal problems in real-time. The proposed design considers memristive
hardware primitives (synapses), where multiple weight states are achieved using multiple bistable memristors. Experimental data shows that bi-stable memristors are physically plausible to
manufacture than those with continuously-varying conductances. The epileptic seizure sig- nal
detection was within 0.06 seconds time window and the accuracy is 85%. Though the
exemplary seizure detection case demonstrated in this work has slightly lower accuracy, the
results show lot of promise considering that we have used limited precision devices. Future work
will focus on increasing the classification accuracy by fine tuning the parametric models and
increasing the number of weight states per synapse.
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